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1 - OVERVIEW
WHY CHOOSE A MODULAR 
TUBULAR SYSTEM?

Creativity
Trilogiq offers solutions for the most common material handling requi-
rements by using classic project mode or on our online configurators: 
Trilogiq.com and Trilogiq3D.com.

Our standard systems can be adapted for a specific use by simply adding 
new functions to the standard option. By using project mode, a fully 
bespoke solution is designed and developed from the very beginning by 
our design team.

Anyway you choose, Trilogiq offers user friendly systems that can be 
customised to match with your specification and requirements. Saving 
space by adapting and dimensioning the solutions exactly to the specific 
requirement, ensuring ergonomics and increasing productivity.
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Customisation of dimensions 
The majority of our customers cannot find a standard “off the shelf” system to fulfil their needs      

perfectly. Trilogiq offers the possibility to dimension a system exactly to your requirements: 
width x depth x height. 
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Angled gradient adjustment
Creates an effective flow with a FIFO function or even a simple ergonomic part 
presentation that requires a fully adjustable angled presentation. This is what 

our tubular system does perfectly. 

Height adjustment of levels
To ensure perfect ergonomics, all levels are positioned exactly at the height 

required. Trilogiq3D displays both a real-time and a 3D view.  
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Number of levels:  your need and just your need
With our standard tubular solutions and 3D configurator, the number of levels that you can include is fully configurable. 

Empty levels for returns can be removed if not required, unlike some standard equipment that is offered.
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Load capacity per level:
From 80 to 250 kg per Level

Our products are offered in 3 standard load capacities : 

Light (80 kg/ level), regular (150 kg/level) and high load (250 kg per level). 

The solutions built using steel tubing, rather than Aluminium offer 250 kg / level as a standard load 

capacity however, they are much heavier. If you require 250 kg per level with an aluminium solution, it 

will be equipped with double reinforced tubular bars to avoid any potential deflection issues.      

80 kg 150 kg 250 kg
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Additional optional items to 
allow further customisation

In addition to dimensions and load capacities, our online configurator and project engineers can offer additional optional items for 

each solution. This includes a choice of surface material (roller tracks, tubes or solid boards), flow guides, specific ergonomics and 

many other useful additional options. Here are the most used options. 
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A mobile assembly complete with 
castor wheel mounting plates

This is a highly recommended option in terms of a price to quality ratio. Not only does the 

castor mounted option offer increased framework reinforcement, it also enables the flexi-

bility of complete mobility. The increase in durability and life span is highly beneficial.  

Assembly fitted with 
adjustable feet

The most cost effective and affordable option.      
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Central flow guides
Central flow guides were invented by Trilogiq in 2002 to facilitate the creation of 

precise flow lanes on a bed of roller tracks.  Central guides separate the contai-

ners or KLT’s from one another to reduce catch points and ensure a perfect flow.     

Lateral flow guides
When used in conjunction with roller tracks, lateral flow guides are one of the most useful 

Trilogiq innovations.  To ensure that boxes or KLT’s follow a perfect straight line on the rol-

ler track bed, this option is highly recommended. The roller track bed equipped with lateral 

guides stabilises the FIFO flow considerably. We offer two different variants; GL10 (10 mm 

space form the roller track edge and GL50 (50 mm space from the roller track edge).
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Roller Track and low stops
Used for trolleys, displays, flow racks and some shelving solutions. We use a 

“low stop” component to create an edge on the sides to prevent your containers 

or products from falling from the surface.

FIFO Roller track RR-400
If you choose roller tracks for your application, you definitely want to create a FIFO function 

and/or and wish your containers to roll.  All Flow racks and some carts/display units/shelving 

systems use the black, highly reliable, riveted rollers. Trilogiq RR-400 roller track has been 

recognised for over 20 years for its incredible robustness, durability and quietness when in 

operation. This is mainly due to its high density of rollers per meter and its high quality level 

of manufacturing.     
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Roller tracks with a barred stop 
Also called ‘high stop’, this configuration ensures that the containers and boxes 

will not fall from the very end of the roller tracks. This is very important when 

transporting using mobile flow racks or transport trolleys. This stop bar is fully 

adjustable in height. 

Solutions with Roller Tracks
and no stops

In some cases, a stop is not required on the roller tracks, specifically if the requi-

rement is to use the solution to transfer from one assembly to another.
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Surface option made from tubes with
central separators: Create dedicated

spaces and sorting functions
A tubular surface with the addition of central separators makes it very easy to create dedicated 

spaces for each of your containers, with no risk of mixing. The separators can be changed on the 

surface space by repositioning and re-attaching in a different location. This is a highly adaptable 

configuration that can be added to the required stop function.      

Surface option made from tubes: 
The simplest option

The choice of tubes as a surface material is extremely interesting in terms of price and per-

formance ratio. When storing KLT’s or other irregular shaped containers, it offers very simple 

adjustability to perfectly suit the configuration to the container. This option is very robust and 

very modular, it is also the most cost effective.      
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Tube surface with bar stop: 
the full security option

A tube surface combined with a bar stop is a highly recommended option to ensure 

additional protection when using transport carts and order picking trolleys.

Tube surface with low stop:
a good compromise between a stop 

function and picking ease 
The low stop prevents the container from falling, but due to its compact size, it is 

low enough to facilitate ergonomic picking from the container.
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Board surface with stop bars: 
For picking and transportation

Trilogiq’s method of creating a stop or a raised edge is to install a bar stop at the 

front and/or on the side of the application. Fully adjustable in height, it creates the 

perfect mix between ergonomics and security. 

Board surface: The classic choice  
Boards are very popular due to their versatility. Bins and unusual shaped pro-

ducts can be transported and handled with ease using our board options. 
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Aluminium or Steel
Trilogiq offers both technologies in two options

Aluminium black anodised Aluminium grey anodised Steel black and white classic
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Steel System - LeanTek
Manufactured by Trilogiq since 1999 and constantly improved, the metal option is the classic lean manufacturing choice 

for heavy duty and large solutions. Recommended mostly for large flow racks and harsh environments. Our Steel option 

is 50% heavier than the Aluminium system and ESD options are available. 
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Aluminium System
Designed and manufactured by Trilogiq since 2014, Trilogiq’s aluminium and composite option is lighter and more contemporary than the 

traditional steel system.  Due to Aluminium’s natural properties, it is also less rigid however, reinforcement options like double bars and re-

inforced 3.5mm wall thickness tube makes it perfectly acceptable for most solutions. Available in Black and Grey anodised, it’s incomparable 

design and quality makes it the best choice for most applications. 
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2 - STANDARD PRODUCTS
LIGHTNESS AND 
EXTREME CREATIVITY  

Trilogiq’s range of adjustable standard solutions cover 95% of our 

customers’ needs and requirements. Our ranges of carts, trolleys, flow racks, 

workstations, displays, cantilevers and conveyors are the most creative 

offerings available on the market. All very easy to configure using our two 

websites trilogiq.com and Trilogiq3D.com. Both sites offer a smart choice of 

bespoke options and an unlimited range of sizes and configurations.     
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FLOW RACKS 
Mounted on adjustable feet or mobile, in steel or aluminium, Trilogiq offers 

various creative options for picking solutions and positioning of the empty return 

level. Our flow racks are fully adjustable dimensionally and have a total weight 

capacity of up to 250 kg/ level.
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Simple picking 
The most cost effective simple solution   

Angled picking flow racks
For picking efficiency and simplicity

from

882€exVAT
from

1 086€exVAT

The square frame has a very simple structure and is ideal for lean FIFO super-

markets. It is fully adjustable, in multiple directions and can be equipped with 

additions such as castor wheel mounts, sort guides and weight load options.  

This type of flow rack, with a frontal angled presentation is ideal for ergonomic 

picking and additional space creation to the front of the container. Angles of the 

levels are fully adjustable, however height adjustability is not available.
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Picking T
For perfect picking

Table picking
The classic design for picking 

from

771€exVAT

from

1 460€exVAT

This picking flow rack is equipped by the well-known front T tablet developed by 

Trilogiq, for the automotive industry. This is the best angled adjustable picking 

solution for improved picking ergonomics. Fully adjustable to box sizes and re-

quired picking angle, this is a ‘must see’.   

Table picking is a little more complex than the ‘T ‘, with a more classic design, 

complete with supports underneath the container. 
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Flow rack with empty return
level in a high position

Flow rack with empty return
on the side of the rack 

from

694€exVAT
from

1 085€exVAT

This is the most classic position for empty returns as it dedicates the front ergono-

mic window to picking and storage space.     
This position is ideal if you have enough space and the rotation of 

the containers requires a very fast removal of the empties. This is a 

typical auto industry system.
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Flow rack with empty return 
level in low position

For space optimisation 

Flow racks without empty
return levels

For lean-manufacturing supermarkets

from

672€exVAT
from

983€exVAT

This is a very good solution to maximize picking within the ergonomic

window and allow easy removal of empty return containers.

This type of flow rack has no empty return level. This is the case in most lean pic-

king supermarkets where all of the prime ergonomic window is dedicated to picking 

operations. Angles and positioning of the rack height is very easily adjusted.   
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Flow rack in steel
Car industry

Configure
each level of your solution

from

667€exVAT
from

694€exVAT

Small flow racks can be manufactured in Aluminium however, we strongly 

recommend that large flow racks (> 160 cm in width) are made using our steel 

range of components.

Our online configurators make it easy to precisely define the number of roller 

tracks per lane and the number of lanes per flow rack. This allows the flow 

rack to accommodate various bin sizes.
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TROLLEYS AND CARTS
Trilogiq offer a very large number of picking carts and trollies for all different kinds of uses. With or without side edges, 

with FIFO roller tracks, boards or tubes. Open or enclosed levels: each of our carts can be configured exactly according 

to your requirements including: overall size, number of levels, optional extras, gradient adjustment and picking aper-

ture options. They can be used to handle bins, containers, complete orders, cartons and even non-packaged bulk pro-

ducts. They are fully adjustable and modular. Either made using our Aluminium range for lightless or in steel for added 

robustness. The creativity of Trilogiq carts and trolleys is unequalled. See more at Trilogiq.com and Trilogiq3D.com
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Trolleys made of
tubes surface
with separators

Trolleys made of
tubes surface

A place for each 
product

The ultra-modular
and simple one

Fully modular, ideal for KLT’s 

and plastic bins.

from

585€exVAT

from

780€exVAT

Fully enclosed cartsTrolleys made
with a tubular
surface with a
surrounding edge

from

1 109€exVAT
from

1 024€exVAT
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Adding a stop function ensures 

that your products remain secure 

on the cart during transportation.

The separators create a 

dedicated space for each 

product. 

If carts are required to prima-

rily transport rather than for 

picking, additional security is 

taken care of by using higher 

surrounding edges. 



Carts and trolleys 
made with boards 
and a surrounding 
edge

Carts and Trolleys
made using white 
boards

from

893€exVAT
from

801€exVAT

Compartment
carts

Carts and trolleys
made with
roller tracks

from

946€exVAT

from

548€exVAT
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This is a very classic option. Trilogiq 

solutions have the advantage over 

metal welded products by having 

the ability to accommodate regular 

full dimensional adjustment.

When the transported parts are 

heavy it is more ergonomic to roll 

them to the required location or 

as close as possible, rather than 

physically carry the parts. 

If transportation is required, the carts 

may need to have a safe enclosed edge 

around the surface. This function can be 

achieved with height adjustable tubes  

Trilogiq structures are fully 

adaptable to suit the required 

compartment design, adjustable 

in overall size and dimensions.
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WORKSTATIONS
Trilogiq.com offers various types of frontal loading workstations and workbenches, all 

with multiple integrated functions. These products are very easy to configure and recon-

figure by our tech team. Standard products can be priced online, with similar configura-

tions to any other solution.   
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Workstations with
frontal loading

Simple
workstations

from

1 281€exVAT
from

895€exVAT

Workstations
with box presenter

Workstations with
frontal loading
for KLT’s

from

658€exVAT
from

772€exVAT
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Table top work, information boards, 

loading & unloading using the space 

on the underside. This range of sim-

ple base designs of workbench can 

be fully equipped and modified. 

Irregular shaped KLT’s can flow 

easily on roller tracks, but tubes 

also work really well. This version 

is equipped with adjustable tubes 

to fit your package size. 

Equipped with shelves and a worktop 

plus LED lighting, this collection of 

frontal loading designs can be adapted 

to any kind of packing or unpacking 

operation. 

This compact version of frontal 

loading ergonomically presents 

products to operators. Adjustable 

in height and presentation angle.
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STORAGE AND SHELVING
Simple or more complex, we encourage creativity to add and create functions. Trilogiq 

shelves are always fully configurable in size, level heights and optional extra items. They 

can be made to include stops, no stops, angled presentation, boards and tube surfaces. 

They fit most package sizes and products with unmatched ergonomics.
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Shelves for plastic
bins and cartons

Multi-use
shelves

from

501€exVAT
from

693€exVAT

V shape
shelves

Compartment
shelves

from

774€exVATfrom

255€exVAT
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Why use Trilogiq shelving rather than 

others? Firstly, the infinite adjustability 

of size and number of levels. Secondly, 

adjustment of the shelf heights and finally, 

the possibility to modify and reconfigure 

entirely including the addition of edge sur-

rounds, no edges, angled or flat shelves.     

Configure the number of com-

partments and their individual 

sizes and we will assemble them 

exactly as per your requirements. 

Made using tubes, these are incredi-

bly resistant and reliable. Due to the 

ergonomic frontal angle this product 

is widely used for picking and packing. 

Maintenance is very easy and their le-

gendary adaptability is typical of the lean 

tubing structure.

Highly recommended and very 

useful for rolls of material or 

long products. 
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CONVEYORS
The conveyor’s role is to transport a product from one operation to another. All of our 

conveyors can be adapted by size and number of levels for ultimate space optimisation.  
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Flat conveyor
From one place to another in a simple way

V Conveyor
The picking conveyor

from

392€exVAT
from

586€exVAT

This solution can be fully adapted online for the movement of totes, 

boxes and cartons from one area to another in a controlled FIFO cycle.

This structure has highly beneficial ergonomic picking features. 
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CANTILEVERS
Cantilevers are designed to store boards, panels and rolls in a very ergonomic way, by 

using a frontal picking arrangement. All of our cantilevers can be configured and priced 

online and easily customised from our standard solutions to meet your exact needs.
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Traditional cantilever Angled cantilever

from

851€exVAT
from

780€exVAT

Available on feet or wheels this structure is perfectly designed for 

the storage and picking of most long products.

This structure is more suited to the transportation of long pro-

ducts and boards, it is also fully adjustable on trilogiq.com 
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DISPLAYS
Trilogiq offers a full range of creative display solutions on trilogiq.com. Standard Trilogiq solutions 

are designed in a creative and ergonomic way to offer the best possible ergonomic features,

modularity and adjustability. All of our designs are fully configurable online in size and options. They 

are available in both Steel and Aluminum and can be equipped and completely modified by our

designers to deliver a fully bespoke requirement.   
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Double side
tote display

Classic display

from

897€exVAT

from

661€exVAT

Hybrid
ergonomic
display

Double side
multi-use
display

from

780€exVAT

from

737€exVAT
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This simple display with angled 

presentation is perfect for KLT’s, 

plastic bins, cartons and totes. It’s 

very simple structure also makes 

it very affordable.

This structure offers two picking 

locations and is fully adaptable for 

any kind of product or packaging. 

This design can be used as a 

double sided display or as a 

FIFO load and unload system. 

Designed more specifically for 

totes, bins and plastic boxes. 

The frontal ergonomic structure 

mixed with boards and adjustable 

angles makes this display perfect 

for ergonomic picking of non-flat 

based KLT’s.



3 - PROJECT MODE
TRILOGIQ OFFERS TWO WAYS TO 
CREATE A SPECIFIC SOLUTION IN 
PROJECT MODE

The creative project
Our customers explain to our tech center the functions they would like to achieve 

and starting from our range of components, our tech center will design from 

scratch the most adequate solution. Trilogiq.com offers a download function 

where your requirements and images can be downloaded directly.

The simple project
To make it simple, we can adapt all of our standard products into a completely 

bespoke material handling system. Beyond adjusting size and number of levels, 

our tech centres can modify our solutions to your own specific requirements by 

adding or changing some features & functions.  Some examples are on page 40 

to 44.  Downloads  are available with any standard product on trilogiq.com 

Contact us about
this product
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THE FULL CREATIVE PROJECT
WHAT JOB DO YOU NEED US TO DO FOR YOU?

Personalised material handling systems in five easy steps. Send us your basic drawings or sketches, RFQ or a 
brief explanation of your idea so that we have an understanding of the functions that you require.

REVIEW BY OUR TECH CENTRE

PROJECT
EVALUATION

DRAWING SOLUTION MANUFACTURED

DELIVERED 
ASSEMBLED
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THE SIMPLE PROJECT
TAKE INSPIRATION FROM ONE OF OUR STANDARD SOLUTIONS AND 

MODIFY IT TO SUIT IN AN EASY WAY.

The picking cart
This picking cart can be adapted an infinite number of ways. Ergonomics, additional 
features and accessories can be added to fulfil a number of needs.

Base
Picking cart

Example 1
Add screen and keyboard accessories

Example 2
Change the picking aperture to make it more ergonomic

Example 3
Add a towable metal base and roller tracks

to facilitate handlingmore ergonomic
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Simple bespoke project from a standard shop floor flow rack
From the standard shop floor flow rack that we present online, we can develop with our customers, very simple changes. 
We can add functions, change the layout and add accessories etc. All products, such as lighting, vertical storage and spe-

cial ergonomics can be included in easy and quick way.

Base
Example of simple projects
from shop floor flow rack

Example 1
Mixing boards and roller tracks

Example 2
Add a front panel and a light on top

Example 3
Add vertical storage

Example 4
Two types of ergonomic frontal picking 

arrangements are mixed here
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This simple V shape cart
from our online shop can be adapted to suit special requirements such as panels, 

vertical storage and information boards.

Base
Example of simple projects

from V shape cart

Example 1
Add lighting and storage on the bottom 

of the cart and remove wheels

Example 2
Add work surface, remove wheels and 

add frontal visual management

Example 3
Add vertical storage on the bottom

of the cart
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Push cart
This configurable push cart on trilogiq.com and Trilogiq3D.com can be adapted very

simply by our designers, to suit your requirements. 

Base
Example of simple projects

from cart

Example 1
Add visual management and incline 

lower level picking space

Example 2
Transform the 2nd level into a picking 

KLT zone

Example 3
Transform the two inferior levels into 

FIFO box picking zones
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4 - COMPONENTS
STEEL OR ALUMINIUM, 28 OR 28.6 MM : 
TRILOGIQ OFFERS THE VERY
BEST OF ALL TECHNOLOGIES 

Our Philosophy: Tubes and joints are offered in two diameters. The most important 

components are common to the two diameters and the two different materials. 

The Aluminum option with its composite connectors is offered only in 28.6 mm dia-

meter. This is the best choice for small/medium applications and mobility. 

The steel option is offered in both 28 and 28.6 mm and is preferred for larger soluti-

ons in very industrial environments.  

Roller tracks, guides, wheel supports and others accessories are common to all 

ranges. They are manufactured by Trilogiq with the highest quality standards and 

first grade materials   

Factory Shop: Trilogiq.com
 All of our components are offered at digressive pricing in the factory online 

shop - trilogiq.com. Call for shipment prices and lead times.
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SHOP ONLINE
FOR COMPONENTS

CONNECTORS

TUBES Ø28,6

ROLLER TRACKS,
GUIDES AND ACCESSORIES
We have tried to simplify the range as much as possible to ensure that 

the essential and most common accessories are fully compatible across 

the two different diameters and technologies.  The aluminum Graphit 

range is available in 28.6 mm and offers Anodised Black and Grey tubes 

with an accompanying wide range of connectors.

LEANTEK METAL
Metal tubes and joints in 28mm and 28.6 mm and Stainless steel tubes. Use 

our filter on Trilogiq.com to select the tube diameter you are looking for and 

the compatible accessories.

ALUMINUM COMPOSITE GRAPHIT
40 to 50% lighter than our steel range and much more creative and ergonomic.

The aluminum Graphit range is available in 28.6 mm and offers Anodised Black and 

Grey tubes with an accompanying wide range of connectors.
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APPLICATIONS AND ESD COMPONENTS 
As a manufacturer, Trilogiq offers a complete range of ESD Components,

in both the Steel and Aluminum ranges. 

ESD
connectors

ESD roller tracks 
and guides

ESD wheels and 
wheel mounts

ESD tubes in Steel 
or in Aluminum

Contact us to learn more
about ESD materials
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5 - SERVICES

1- Roller tracks and guides cut to length
2- E-procurement
3- Hoshin assembly - our assemblers build at your location
4- Get a drawing - You have configured your solution on trilogiq.
     com and you would like to see how it will look in more
     detail - ask us to send you a drawing
5- Renting solutions - instead of purchasing outright, renting our 
     systems is an option.

Reducing purchasing costs
Online configuration, full 3D realism, online design, hoshin assembly, ren-

ting solutions and e-procurement. Trilogiq offer a full range of services to 

reduce our customer’s procurement costs.
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TRILOGIQ GROUP OFFERS A
RANGE OF SERVICES TO SIMPLIFY 
THE PROCUREMENT EXPERIENCE 
FOR OUR CUSTOMERS.



ROLLERS AND GUIDES SUPPLIED
AND CUT TO LENGTH 

Trilogiq.com : enter your quantity, product reference and the required length. Trilogiq.com 
offers the option to order some major components cut to the desired lengths, including RR- 
400 roller-track and our range of guides. This offers major benefits such as being ready to 

use and a saving of the associated cutting an operational costs.

Price online
for roller track

Guides at your size 
manufacture in our 

factory
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E-PROCUREMENT:
YOUR PRODUCTS ONLINE, 
AT YOUR PRICE, IN A PRI-
VATE DEDICATED SPACE
Perfect if there are some solutions that you would like to configure easily and 

order in a few minutes by just changing a few dimensions, levels and options. 

Trilogiq can create a dedicated space for your solutions at your pre-negotiated 

prices. 
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THE HOSHIN ASSEMBLY :
THE MOST REACTIVE ASSEMBLY MODE
Some solutions are so bespoke that they need to be assembled at your site. Trilogiq will provide 

very skilled assemblers to your location to assemble the solution in real time. This very agile 

mode is inspired from the Hoshin Japanese principle. 

How does it work?
Following a brief evaluation, we will send you a pack of components and the use of our assemblers 

who will build ‘as much as they can’ in the period of assembly time that has been pre-agreed. Our 

assembler’s have the ability to solve technical issues on site with lots of efficiency.  
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GET A DRAWING 
You have configured a solution on Trilogiq .com, the price is acceptable to you and your project id is active. You would now 

like to see how it looks, including the changes you have made. Ask us to provide a drawing according to your configurati-

on and we will send you the 3D cad drawing accordingly. 

Plan request from original 
product Plan obtained
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RENTING SOLUTIONS

*Early return option:  Should you commit to a number of months but your circumstances change and you no 

longer require the solution. Providing you have subscribed to our early return agreement, Trilogiq will take the 

solutions back as soon as half way through the agreement period, without any additional cost.

If you do not want to commit to purchasing our material handling systems outright and would prefer to rent them for a specific period, then Trilogiq will 

take them back at no cost to you. Rental periods of 12,24 or 36 month are available with the option to return them back to us half way through the agree-

ment. The interactive renting calculation is available on Trilogiq.com and is based on your projects overall value. Example of a project worth 5800 €

24 months

267€ / months

356€ / months

12 months

36 months

182€ / months

240€ / months

24 months

12 months

538€ / months

772€ / months

6 months

No early return*

With early return*

Early return from
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6 - WEBSITES 

All offerings are in our factory shop online : Components and solutions. 

Download your project on our project page.

The most easy, creative and advanced 3D configurator with an instant 

quote system.

Our target with our two websites is to greatly reduce your purchasing 

costs by using the latest digitalisation techniques.

EVERYTHING TRILOGIQ OFFERS
IN AN INTERACTIVE WAY
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COMPONENT SHOP ONLINE WITH 
QUANTITATIVE DIGRESSIVE PRICING
A wide range of Lean-manufacturing solutions configurable in size and equipment

Quantities
All of our components in the 
online Trilogiq.com shop have 
digressive pricing technology. The 
price decreases as the quantity is 
raised. Usage is simple: for each 
component, enter the quantity 
required and the algorithm calcu-
lates the best factory price for the 
item. Accept or decline the offer, 
component per component. Get 
the very best Trilogiq factory price 
by ordering large quantities.  

Basket
flexibility
The easiest way to manage 
your budget. 
When your shopping basket is 
filled, our interactive shop offers 
the option to adjust quantities of 
each individual component. This 
then allows you to adjust your 
total spend line by line.
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DIMENSIONS MENU
Personalise our factory shop’s standard solutions with four main options

Dimension Menu
The application can be adjusted in three main dimensions:
Width, depth and height. The price is adjusted accordingly

Number of levels
Adjust the number of levels required for your solution, from 

one to six.  The return empty level (when applied) is managed 
in an interactive way by the software. 
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EQUIPMENT MENU
Trilogiq.com offers the option to precisely adjust the number of roller tracks and guides to suit the number and the size 

of boxes, KLT’s or cartons it needs to handle. The price is adjusted accordingly. 

Roller track or Tubes
Equipping your level exactly with

the number of rails and guides required.

Lateral guides
A ‘Yes or No’ menu. Simply choose whether or not you 

would like to include this very useful option. Once again, 
the price is adjusted accordingly. 

Stop option
Whether or not to add the Stop 

option to your applications.
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For material handling specialists.

Trilogiq3D.com provides a comprehensive and precise 

3D real time “real picture” configuration. Compared to 

the simple configuration that Trilogiq.com offers, Tri-

logiq3D delivers the unique experience of allowing the 

real time viewing of configurations, with many options. 

Starting from a simple solution and by using the menu, 

it takes only a few minutes to design your very own be-

spoke solution. The price is also adjusted in real time 

to include each change that is made.
4

3

2

1

Profondeur

H
auteur

Largeur

OVERALL HEIGHT, HEIGHT FROM FLOOR, 
FIRST LEVEL HEIGHT, SPACE BETWEEN 

LEVELS, NUMBER OF LEVELS
COMPLETE HEIGHT ADJUSTMENT

NUMBER OF LEVELS AND GAP 
BETWEEN EACH LEVEL

HEIGH FROM FLOOR 
AT THE FIRST LEVEL

DIMENSIONS MENU
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ROLLER TRACKS
Would you like roller tracks included in your solution? Or maybe a tube or solid board surface? This 

menu is designed to change the optional equipment incorporated within a solution. Number of roller 
tracks per lane, number of lanes, load per level, gradient, guides…etc. 

CHOOSE YOUR SURFACE ACCORDING  TO THE USE : 

QUANTITY OF ROLLER 
PER LINE

HANDLE

LATERAL GUIDES
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QUANTITY OF TUBE
PER LINE

STOP

ANGLE AND ANGLE
INVERSION 

TUBE SURFACE
At Trilogiq we like to use a tube surface due to its adaptability to carry bins, boxes and con-
tainers. Maintenance is easy and separators can be installed to create a sorting function.  
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BOARD SURFACE
The main advantage of using solid boards as a surface is the complete versatility. Solid 

boards can handle and store containers, bins, cartons, unpackaged products, loose orders 
and bulky items.

FRONT ANGLE

LOAD PER LEVEL 
(250KG) 
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STYLE QUOTE / ORDER

STEEL WITH METAL 
BLACK JOINTS AND WHI-
TE COATED TUBES.

BLACK ALUMINUM: ANO-
DISED BLACK ALUMINIUM 
WITH COMPOSITE GRAPHIT® 
TRILOGIQ CONNECTORS. VERY 
CHIC AND CREATIVE.

GREY ANODISED ALUMINUM: 
ANODISED GREY ALUMINIUM 
WITH COMPOSITE TRILOGIQ 
CONNECTORS. OUR MAIN 
ALUMINIUM RANGE  

Quote /order
PDF download
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CONFIGURATION OPTIONS FOR TRILOGIQ 2D AND 3D

DIMENSIONS

EQUIPMENTS

STYLES

Number of rails by lane
Defines the number of lanes 

and the number of roller tracks 
per lane

Anodised Grey Aluminium
The product will consist of Grey anodised 

aluminium materials

Black anodised aluminium
The product will consist of black
anodised aluminium materials

Level equipment
Equipping live levels without 

selecting the surface

Level selection
Select the level (s) to 

configure

Trilogiq 2D website

Width height depth
Adjust width, height and depth to your 

specifications

Roller tracks
Equip the product with 
levels of roller tracks

Number of tubes
by lane

Defines the number of lanes 
and the number of tube 

per lane

Height adjustment
Allows the height adjustment of the 

product without modifying the position 
of the levels

Tubes
Equip the product with 

tube levels

Load by level
Defines the admissible load 
per level by equipping the 

application with the appro-
priate structure

Height adjustment
Allows the height adjustment 
of the application without mo-

difying the position of the levels

Shelves
Equip the product

with shelves

% angle by level
Sets the% slope angle

by level

White and black steel
The product will consist of

steel tube and joint materials

Difference
between each level

Defines the space
between each level

Lateral guides
With or without lateral guides for 

surfaces with roller tracks

Height above ground 
of level

Adjust the height of the level 
above the ground in the 

available space

Facade angle
The front of some applications can be more or less 
tilted in order to adapt to the size of the packaging 

and the desired picking ergonomics

Stop
Stop or ledge on 

the levels

Level angle
inversion

Reverse the slope to create 
return levels empty

packaging

Box support
With or without ergonomic picking

on the levels

Handle
With or without

pull handle

2D 2D

2D

2D

2D 2D

2D

Equipment
Allows access to the sub

equipment menus

2D

Styles
Provides access to style

and material choices

Dimensions
Allows access to the submenu’s 
to adjust the dimensions of an 

application

2D
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